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1. Introduction: 

 
Cornwall Council has a duty under Section 4 of the Commons Act 2006 to keep 

a register of common land and a register of town and village greens. Cornwall 
Council also has a duty under paragraph 27 of the Commons Registration 
(England) Regulations 2008 to determine applications to amend the registers 

of common land and town and village greens, unless the registration authority 
has an interest in the outcome of the application such that there is unlikely to 

be confidence in the authority’s ability impartially to determine it.  
 
Commons Registration Application No. 2855 was made by a resident of 

Charles Avenue seeking to register 0.860 hectares of land at Bosvale Field, 
Falmouth as a town or village green under section 15 of the 2006 Act. The 

application was objected to by Marrons Shakespeares on behalf of Abbeyfield 
Society, Bosvale Community Association and the Falmouth Rotary Club. 
 

This report examines the evidence for and against whether the application 
meets the statutory tests set out in Section 15 of the Commons Act 2006. 

 
The report has been prepared to be presented to a delegated officer. The 
delegated decision is to consider whether to accept, refuse or refer the matter 

to an independent inspector to make a recommendation to accept or refuse 
the application under section 15 of the Commons Act 2006. 

 
 
2. Background and Corporate Objectives: 

 
The legislative background is for the applicant to show that: 

 a significant number 
 of the inhabitants of any locality, or of any neighbourhood within a locality 
 have indulged as of right 

 in lawful sports and pastimes  
 on the land 

 for a period of at least 20 years 
 and continue to do so at the time of the application (22 July 2013) 

 Cornwall Council as registration authority, in determining the application, 
must:  

 comply with section 27 of the Commons Registration (England) Regulations 

2014 in relation to the method it employs for determining the application. 
 

 
3. Decision and Supporting Information (Including Options):  
 

It is considered that the available evidence is sufficient for the Council to reject 
the application. Regulation 27(7)(a) requires that an application cannot be 

rejected without first offering the applicant opportunity to make oral 
representations. 
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4. Contributions to Corporate Priorities: 

 
In determining the application the Council is performing its statutory duty set 

out in sections 6 to 17, 19 and 22 of the Commons Act 2006 to determine 
applications seeking to amend the registers of common land and of town and 
village greens. 

 
5. Financial Implications and Budget: 

 
The costs of undertaking the process to determine whether the application is 
accepted or rejected are met from existing budgets.  

 
If the application is successful, there is no requirement for the registration 

authority to assist with the ongoing maintenance of a town or village green. 
 
 

6. Other Resourcing Implications: 
 

None. 
 
7. Legal Implications: 

 
Cornwall Council has a statutory duty set out in paragraph 26 of the Commons 

Registration (England) Regulations 2014 to determine applications to amend the 
registers of common land and town and village greens. 
 

 
8. Equality Impact Assessment: 

 
It is not considered that an Equality Impact Assessment is required or that there 
is likely to be any equality impact as a consequence of this decision. 

 
9. Significant risks: 

 
Should the Council make a decision which is opposed there may be a risk of 

judicial review. If a court should find against the Council in an application to the 
Court for judicial review, these costs can be significant and can represent a 
financial risk to the Council. This information must not influence the decision 

about whether the application is accepted or rejected, as such decision can only 
be based on the evidence before the Council.  

 
 
10. Consultation including Overview and Scrutiny Committee and Local 

Member Representation: 
 

 
10.1 Overview and Scrutiny Consultation/Comments: 
 

As this is a regulatory matter and not a matter of strategic importance the 
Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee has not been consulted. 
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10.2 Local Division Member Comments: 

 
Mr Alan Jewell CC has been consulted and supports the application. 

 
 
 

Background Papers: 
 

All papers relating to this application [No. 2855]. 
 
 

11. BACKGROUND 
 

11.1 An Application was received on the 22nd July 2013 from Mrs Kathryn 
Philpott for the registration of a town or village green under Section 15 of 
the Commons Act 2006, for 0.860 hectares of land at Bosvale Field, 

Falmouth in the County of Cornwall. The application Form 1 and map is 
shown as an appendix to this report. 

 
11.2 The applicant has certified that the requirements of Paragraph 22 of The 

Commons Registration (England) Regulations 2008 have been complied 

with by serving Notice of the Application on every owner and occupier of 
the land, as follows: 

  
 Mr M.I. Newman of 14 Greenfield Close, Mawnan Smith, Falmouth TR11 

5EX 

 
 Mr R.G. Shapland of 49 Tregenver Road, Falmouth TR11 2QP 

 
 Mr R.M. Holmes of Mesena, West Park, Perranwell Station, Truro TR3 7PZ 

and 

 
 Mr R.G. Thomas of Thatch Cottage, Higher Treglidgwith, Constantine, 

Falmouth TR11 5PY. 
 

11.3 Cornwall Council advertised the application by affixing Notice and plan to 
some conspicuous object or objects on the land for a requisite period of 
42 days. 

 
 

12. CONSULTATIONS WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES, PRESCRIBED 
ORGANISATIONS AND OTHERS 

 

12.1     Falmouth Town Council commented on 11th February 2014:  
 

“…I can advise that the Council have resolved to support the application 
for the land at Bosvale Field (SW 794/319) to be registered as a town 
green. The reason for this was that the Council recognised that the field 

has been well used as an area of public resort for at least the last twenty 
years. Previously being used for fetes and fairs and regularly used by the 

community for children’s play and by dog walkers. Councillors Jewell and 
Mrs Minson provided anecdotal evidence of this. It was also recognised as 
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an important ‘green’ area to protect in the built up environment as there 

was no other green provision nearby.” 
 

 
12.2 Mr Alan Jewell CC, the County Councillor for the affected electoral division 

returned comments dated 24 January 2014 that, ‘…I fully support this 

application, the area has been used for years for the benefit of the local 
people for sports days fetes football picnics you name it, it has been used 

it is a valuable asset to keep ...’ 
 
 

12.3 Marrons Shakespeares objected to the application on behalf of their 
clients: 

 Abbeyfield Society,  
 Bosvale Community Association and  
 the Falmouth Rotary Club 

in a letter dated 10 March 2014 accompanied with enclosures. Their 
objection is summarised in the legislative requirements below. 
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LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS (Section 15(2) of the Commons Act 2006) 

 
13 The inhabitants of any locality, or of any neighbourhood within a 

locality 
 
13a The Applicant 

Part 6 of the application is concerned with ‘Locality or neighbourhood 
within a locality in respect of which the application is made’. The applicant 

supplied the map below to demonstrate the locality or neighbourhood 
within a locality. 
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13b The Objector (paragraphs 3.3 to 3.5) 

 
“The Applicant has purported to identify the relevant Locality or Neighbourhood 

within a Locality by reference to an “attached” map. This is the map which 
merely outlines what is believed to be the Application Site in red, surrounded by 
blue land and red dots. There is no delineation of any area which might, 

potentially, constitute a Locality or Neighbourhood(s) within a Locality(ies). Nor 
is there any verbal identification of such an area. Therefore the Application is 

defective as there is no area specified to form part of the putative registration. A 
further consequence is that there is no way of assessing the significance of 
numbers of inhabitants of an unspecified area. 

 
If the RA (Commons Registration Authority) were inclined to treat the red dots 

as an indication of a claimed Locality or Neighbourhood, then the Application 
should also fail on this footing because no evidence is produced to establish, in 
relation to the area annotated with red dots, any pre-existing cohesiveness or 

community significance/identity. This is vitally important; registration cannot be 
supported by retrofitting user evidence to create some alleged ‘community’ 

solely defined by where the providers of evidence happen to live, as 
demonstrated by the requirement for an area of pre-existing community 
significance. 

 
Furthermore, no legally recognised Locality or Localities have been identified by 

reference to red dots or otherwise; there is a variety of approaches to Question 
7 (“Are you able to give a name to the locality to which the land belongs?”) – 
some saying that they cannot, some failing to attempt any answer, some saying 

“Boslowick” and some “Bosvale” . There is therefore confusion in the minds of 
supporters of the Application. Moreover, apparently none of the form fillers was 

shown any map of the claimed Locality or Neighbourhood, in breach of Note to 
witnesses No.3. (There is, of course, a similar deficiency with regard to the 
Application Site itself, which has been picked up by the CRA). In any event, it is 

not possible to see the whole area geographically encompassed by red dots since 
several of them are indicated as lying beyond the map base, in some cases in 

other named settlements - Budock and Swanpool. An apparently separate 
settlement or area labelled ‘Falmouth’ is also indicated. Thus no basis for 

registration which is even potentially lawful has been advanced” 
 
 

13c Defra’s Guidance to commons registration authorities and the Planning 
Inspectorate for the pioneer implementation, January 2014 (Paragraph 8.10.26 

to 8.10.28) 
 
An applicant for registration under Section 15(1) is required to identify, by 

description or by reference to a map, the area relied upon as the ‘locality’ or 
‘neighbourhood within a locality’, a significant number of the inhabitants of which 

have used the land for recreation. In the Laing Homes case, the High Court 
endorsed the view that the question of what was the relevant locality (or 
neighbourhood within a locality) was a matter of fact for the registration 

authority to determine in the light of all the evidence, which might contain a 
number of conflicting views on the topic. Subject to considerations of fairness 

towards the applicant and supporters and objectors, the registration authority 
should be able to decide that question in the light of all the evidence, whether or 
not the answer corresponded with the locality (or neighbourhood) put forward by 
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the applicant. Fairness would require that the parties should have a reasonable 

opportunity to consider and comment upon, and if necessary call further 
evidence to respond to, the introduction of a new candidate locality or 

neighbourhood. However, that opinion was expressed in the context of the 1965 
Act and the regulations made under that Act, which the court interpreted as not 
requiring applicants to commit themselves to any particular locality or 

neighbourhood in their application forms. Although it is Defra’s view that an 
analogous approach is appropriate in the context of the 2006 Act and the 

Regulations, given the public interest element in town or village green claims 
referred to by Sullivan J in the Laing Homes case, that has yet to be judicially 
affirmed. 

 
There is a body of authority to the effect that ‘locality’ in the 1965 Act meant a 

legally recognised administrative area, such as a civil parish or an ecclesiastical 
parish. The High Court so held in Ministry of Defence v Wiltshire County Council. 
Sullivan J agreed in the Cheltenham Builders case, although he made clear that 

his views on the subject were obiter. In the Laing Homes case, he confirmed that 
an ecclesiastical parish qualified as a ‘locality’. Lord Hoffmann in the Trap 

Grounds case referred to “the insistence of the old law [meaning, presumably, 
Section 22 of the 1965 Act as originally enacted] upon a locality defined by 
legally significant boundaries”. And in the Paddico case, the High Court, after 

reviewing all the authorities, decided that a ‘locality’ for the purposes of the 
1965 Act, “is to be understood in all the legislation (before and after the [CROW 

Act] amendment) as meaning an administrative district or an area within legally 
significant boundaries”. There would seem to be no reason for ‘locality’ to be 
interpreted any differently in the 2006 Act. 

 
In the Paddico case, Vos J thought that a conservation area could qualify as a 

‘locality’, because it was designated under statute, and had legally significant 
boundaries. In the Laing Homes case, Sullivan J cast some doubt in passing on 
whether an electoral ward constitutes a locality within the meaning of the 

statute. There is no judicial decision one way or the other on that question, and 
the law cannot be taken as settled. But paragraph 9(c)(i) of Schedule 4 to the 

Regulations requires that an application under Section 15(1) “must…(c) contain 
a description of the locality or the neighbourhood…by reference to— (i) the name 

of any parish, electoral ward or other local administrative area with which it is 
coextensive”, and therefore Defra’s view is that an electoral ward will qualify. 
 

 
13d The Registration Authority’s view 

 
Case Law, as set in in Defra’s guidance above, makes it clear that it is for the 
determining authority to determine the locality or neighbourhood within a 

locality “in the light of all the evidence”.  
In light of all the evidence the registration authority is of the opinion that the 

neighbourhood within a locality is the northern part of the polling district of 
Falmouth Boslowick (TFB1), an officially recognised neighbourhood for the 
electoral division of Falmouth Boslowick, where all households in the 

neighbourhood vote at Bosvale Community Centre at local, national and 
European elections.  

The locality, of which the neighbourhood is a part, is the extent of Falmouth 
Town Council. 
The map of the neighbourhood within a locality is attached below. 
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14 “A significant number” 

 
14a The Applicant 

 
The application is supported by 43 evidence questionnaires, and Petition 
signatures. A précis of the evidence questionnaires is attached below. 
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14b The Objector (paragraph 3.2.2) 

 
“Significant number” was considered in R (oao) McAlpine Homes Ltd v 

Staffordshire County Council [2002] EWHC 76 by Sullivan J. He said (para 71): 
"... In my judgment the inspector approached the matter correctly in 
saying that ‘significant’, although imprecise, is an ordinary word in the 

English language and little help is to be gained from trying to define it in 
other language. In addition, the inspector correctly concluded that, 

whether the evidence showed that a significant number of the inhabitants 
of any locality or of any neighbourhood within a locality had used the 
meadow for informal recreation was very much a matter of impression. It 

is necessary to ask the question: significant for what purpose? In my 
judgment the correct answer is provided by Mr Mynors on behalf of the 

council, when he submits that what matters is that the number of people 
using the land in question has to be sufficient to indicate that their use of 
the land signifies that it is in general use by the local community for 

informal recreation, rather than occasional use by individuals as 
trespassers.” 

 
 
14c Defra’s Guidance (paragraph 8.10.21 and 8.10.29) 

 
The criterion requires that “a significant number of the inhabitants” of a locality 

or a neighbourhood within a locality have indulged in lawful sports and pastimes 
on the land for at least 20 years. In the McAlpine Homes case the High Court 
provided some useful guidance about what ‘a significant number’ might mean. 

The court did not accept that the expression was synonymous with a 
considerable, or a substantial, number. The reason given was that a 

neighbourhood might have a very limited population, and a significant number of 
its inhabitants might not be capable of being described as considerable or 
substantial. This implies that what constitutes a ‘significant number’ is relative to 

the size of the population of the relevant locality or neighbourhood (and the 
larger the population, the more considerable the number of its inhabitants 

required to have used the land). However, there is no scientific approach to 
assessing whether this criterion is met. Whether the evidence shows that a 

significant number of the inhabitants of any locality or neighbourhood within a 
locality used the land for informal recreation is, according to the court, very 
much a matter of impression. The key question is whether the number of 

inhabitants using the land was sufficient to signify that it was in general use by 
the local community (i.e. the inhabitants of the relevant locality or 

neighbourhood) for informal recreation, rather than occasional use by individual 
trespassers. 
 

The requirement is that there is use by “a significant number of the inhabitants” 
within the locality. It appears that the distribution of the inhabitants within the 

locality is immaterial, provided that they are sufficient to constitute a significant 
number. In the Paddico case, Vos J said that he “was not impressed with [the] 
suggestion that the distribution of residents was inadequately spread” across the 

specified localities. He noted that the majority of users making declarations lived 
closest to the claimed green, and that this was precisely what one would expect. 
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14d The Registration Authority’s view 

 
The registration authority is of the opinion that this part of the legislative 

requirement is met.  
 
A total of 44 evidence questionnaires were completed, and of these 32 were 

found to be acceptable evidence.  
 

The evidence questionnaires completed by 32 people within the neighbourhood 
of a locality, represents a significant number of the population of the 
neighbourhood which shows the land is in general use by the local community, 

rather than occasional use by individual trespassers.  
 

Please see attached map showing by red dots the location of people completing 
evidence questionnaires. 
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15 Have indulged as of right 

 
15a The Applicant 

 
The evidence questionnaires indicate that they have visited the land ‘as of 
right’. None have sought permission to enter the land. 

 
 

15b The Objector (paragraphs 2.2, 2.3, 3.8.8. and 3.8.9) 
 
By a Lease dated 14th June 1978, the RC Trustees demised the Application Land 

and adjoining land (edged blue on the Application plan) to the Trustees of the 
Boslowick and District Community Association for 99 years. 

 
The Boslowick and District Community Association is alternatively known as the 
BCA and is an unincorporated association which was established in 1978 by 

members of the RC. They adopted a new Constitution in January 2014 but until 
then, their objects were stated as acting for “ the benefit of inhabitants of 

Boslowick, Swanvale and the neighbourhood....in the common effort to advance 
education and provide facilities in the interests of social welfare for recreation 
and leisure time occupation with the object of improving the conditions of life for 

the said inhabitants.” 
 

Any local(9) informal recreational user which has taken place has been “precario” 
or “of right” rather than “as of right”, by virtue of a combination of the Lease 
which granted to the Community Association the right to occupy the Land known 

as “Bosvale Rotary Park” for 99 years from 1978. The Community Association’s 
objects included acting “for the benefit of inhabitants of Boslowick, Swanvale and 

the neighbourhood”: 
"(a) to promote the benefit of the inhabitants of Boslowick, Swanvale and 
the neighbourhood (hereafter called “the area of benefit”) without 

distinction of sex, sexual orientation, race or of political, religious or other 
opinions, by associating together the said inhabitants and the local 

authorities, voluntary and other organisations in the common effort to 
advance education and to provide facilities in the interests of social 

welfare for recreation and leisure-time occupation with the object of 
improving the conditions of life for the said inhabitants; 
(b) to establish, or secure the establishment of, a Community Centre 

(hereinafter called “the Centre”) and to maintain and manage the same 
(whether alone or in co-operation with any local authority or other person 

or body) in furtherance of these objects. The Association shall be non-
party in politics and non-sectarian in religion.” 

 
9 Without prejudice to that fact that no Locality or Neighbourhood within a Locality has been 

specified. 
 

The whole raison d’etre of the Community Association was therefore to provide 
recreational and other opportunities and facilities for the enjoyment of residents 
of the surrounding area. They held the land under a Lease which was entered 

into to enable them to provide informal recreational facilities at the Application 
Site, both within the (then) proposed, now built community hall and on the 

surrounding land. The RC as Lessor and BCA as Lessee therefore permitted 
informal recreational user of the Application Site for the duration of the 
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arrangement (99 years in the case of the RC and for a period up to 99 years in 

the case of the BCA, terminable by the BCA in the event that they decided to use 
the Application Site for a different form of benefit for the inhabitants of their 

area). User by local inhabitants was therefore not trespassory; such user was 
not acquiesced in by the BCA, rather it occurred pursuant to their permission, 
which they lawfully gave since they were in possession of the land by virtue of a 

Lease predicated on their objects and by virtue of the scope of their objects. 
Interestingly, one of the respondents to the Questionnaire, John Newton of 1 

Crossways, Falmouth, answers that the Rotary Club of Falmouth gave him 
permission to go onto the land in 1981 “for the community” and almost every 
respondent cites the Community Hall as a “recognisable facility available to the 

local inhabitants of the locality” (Question 9); many also refer to the Community 
Hall and to events organised on the land by the Community Hall/Association. 

 
 
15c Defra’s Guidance  (paragraphs 8.10.41, 58 to 60) 

 
Indulgence in lawful sports and pastimes on the land which is the subject of the 

application must have been ‘as of right’ throughout the period of user relied on. 
In the Sunningwell case it was held that use is not ‘as of right’ unless it is nec vi, 
nec clam, nec precario, translated by Lord Hoffmann as meaning not by force, 

nor stealth, nor the licence of the owner; and if those requirements are met, it is 
irrelevant whether the users believe themselves to be entitled to do what they 

are doing, or know that they are not, or are indifferent to which is the case. 
 
The term nec precario refers to use for which the landowner has given neither 

express nor implied permission. The example of a notice granting express 
permission given by Lord Walker in the passage from his speech in the Beresford 

case was in the following form: “The public have permission to enter this land on 
foot for recreation, but this permission may be withdrawn at any time”. 
However, no particular form of wording is required, so long as that is the 

substance of the message conveyed to users. 
 

It was held in the Beresford case that a licence may be implied from overt 
conduct of the landowner. Lord Bingham said: “ 

I can see no objection in principle to the implication of a licence where the 
facts warrant such an implication. To deny this possibility would, I think, be 
unduly old-fashioned, formalistic and restrictive. A landowner may so 

conduct himself as to make clear, even in the absence of any express 
statement, notice, or record, that the inhabitants’ use of the land is 

pursuant to his permission. This may be done, for example, by excluding 
the inhabitants on occasional days: the landowner in this way asserts his 
right to exclude, and so makes plain that the inhabitants’ use on other 

occasions occurs because he does not choose on those occasions to 
exercise his right to exclude and so permits such use.” 

 
The House of Lords stressed, however, that permission cannot be implied from 
mere inaction on the part of a landowner with knowledge of the use to which his 

land is being put: that is acquiescence or tolerance which will not prevent the 
use being as of right. There must be “a communication by some overt act which 

is intended to be understood, and is understood, as permission to do something 
which would otherwise be an act of trespass". Acts encouraging use will not 
suffice for the purpose. The facts of Beresford, in short, were that the 
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landowners had grassed over the claimed green, installed wooden benches 

around three sides of it, laid a non-turf cricket wicket, and kept it regularly 
mown. The House of Lords held that the land had nevertheless qualified for 

registration as a green by virtue of local inhabitants’ informal recreational 
activities. The examples offered of what would constitute an implied licence were 
now and again closing the land to all comers (whether or not coinciding with the 

landowner’s wishing to use the land for his own purposes), or charging them for 
admission.   

 
 
15d The registration authority’s view 

 
The registration authority is of the opinion that this part of the legislative 

requirement is not met. 
 
A copy of the 1978 Lease, provided by the objector and signed by Messrs S.M. 

Farrell, F.W. Lean, M.I. Newman and M.G. Shapland, is presented as exhibit 
PAHW2 to the objection. 

 
A copy of the Constitution for the Bosvale Community Association is supplied as 
exhibit PAHW5, however it is neither signed nor dated. The registration authority 

asked the objector for a signed and dated copy of the Constitution, together with 
a copy of the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting and audited accounts of the 

last three years, pre-dating the date of Application 2855, i.e. 22nd July 2013.  
 
The Objector has subsequently supplied a copy of the Constitution which is dated 

November 28th, 1991 and signed by Secretary Rita Smith, but is not signed by 
the Chair. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting have been supplied for 

November 2004, November 2005, November 2009 and January 2012.  
Financial accounts were provided for the years ending 30th September 2010,  
30th September 2011 and 30th September 2012, however no names of the 

accountant or signatures in approving the accounts appear on the paperwork 
supplied. 

 
The Charity Commission recognises the Bosvale Community Association under 

charity No. 1008536 which lists annual financial returns for the last five years, 
and includes ‘recreation and leisure-time occupation’ as part of the charitable 
objectives. 

 
The Objectors further state, in a letter dated 1 September 2014, the Bosvale 

Community Association is an unincorporated association. As an unincorporated 
association, it is not required to have a constitution in a particular form and as a 
consequence there is no issue which arises from the constitution of 28 November 

1991 not being signed by the Chair of the Bosvale Community Association. The 
constitution dated 28 November 1991 was adopted at a public meeting convened 

at the Bosvale Community Centre on that date and was duly lodged with the 
Charity Commission, and continued to be lodged with them since that point.  
 

The Commons Registration Authority has received independent legal advice in 
the matter. The Advice is that the owner of the land had in effect expressly 

granted the local residents use of the field for sports and pastimes, as evidenced 
by the Lease from the Rotary Club Trustees to the Trustees of the Boslowick and 
District Community Association (BCA), and the wording within the Constitution of 
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the BCA. Relevant case law appears to indicate that in cases where express 

permission has been granted by the owner of the land to allow local residents to 
use the land for sports and pastimes the express permission did not have to be 

otherwise communicated to the local residents. 
 
This Advice also appears consistent with the recent Supreme Court judgement, 

in R (on the application of Newhaven Port and Properties Limited) v East Sussex 
County Council and another 2015. 

 
Therefore, we conclude that access to the land is ‘by right’ or ‘of right’, but 
crucially not ‘as of right’. 

 
 

 
16 In lawful sports and pastimes 
 

16a The Applicant 
 

The evidence questionnaires suggest a variety of sports and pastimes 
including: blackberrying, ball games, birthday parties, children’s activities, 
dog walking, cycling, Easter egg hunts, football, fun days, family days, 

being with grandchildren, kite flying, model aircraft, picnic, running and 
sun bathing. 

 
 
16b The Objector (paragraph 3.6.2) 

 
It is accepted that there has been some public entry upon the Site; as will 

be explained below, such entry has not been “as of right”, but, without 
prejudice to that contention, the Objectors dispute that these incursions 
have been sufficient to found registration in that they have been 

insufficiently intense and sustained over the 20 year period. User has 
largely been referable to informal paths, as evidenced by Google Earth 

photographs and witnessed by Paul Wakefield who describes the state of 
the land as at January 2014 and produces photographs taken on the same 

date. 
 
 

16c Defra’s Guidance (paragraph 8.10.38 to 8.10.39) 
 

This criterion requires that the applicant provides evidence of use of the 
land for lawful sports and pastimes by a significant number of inhabitants 
of the locality or neighbourhood relied upon. It was established in the 

Sunningwell case that “lawful sports and pastimes” is a composite class 
which includes any activity that can properly be called a sport or a 

pastime. There is no necessity for any organised sports or communal 
activities to have taken place. Solitary and informal kinds of recreation, 
such as dog walking and children playing (by themselves or with adults), 

will satisfy the criterion. Lord Hoffmann agreed with what Carnwath J had 
said in the Steed case about those being potentially the main functions of 

present day greens.  
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It is not necessary for local inhabitants to have participated in a range of 

diverse sports and pastimes. The majority of the House of Lords in the 
Trap Grounds case held that the rights to which registration as a green 

gives rise are rights to indulge in all manner of lawful sports and 
pastimes, however limited the number of activities proved to have taken 
place during the period of user leading to registration (but see paragraph 

8.10.43 below). That will extend to new sports and pastimes invented 
after the date of registration: Sunningwell, citing the recognition in Fitch v 

Rawling of a custom to play cricket even though the game was unknown 
in 1189. However, it does not follow that one-off activities such as an 
annual Guy Fawkes night or May Day celebration would suffice to justify 

registration. In the Redcar case, Lord Walker in the Supreme Court took 
the opportunity to repudiate the suggestion that land might qualify for 

registration on the basis of a bonfire every 5th November, saying that 
such activity would be “far too sporadic to amount to continuous use for 
lawful sports and pastimes”. 

 
 

16d The registration authority’s view 
 
The registration authority is of the opinion that this part of the legislative 

requirement is met. The evidence questionnaires are considered sufficient 
evidence of such use. 

 
 
 

17 On the land 
 

17a The Applicant 
 
The original evidence questionnaires were not accompanied by a plan confirming 

the activities took place on the land.  
 

 
17b The Objector (paragraph 3.5) 

 
Moreover, apparently none of the form fillers was shown any map of the claimed 
Locality or Neighbourhood, in breach of Note to witnesses No.3. (There is, of 

course, a similar deficiency with regard to the Application Site itself, which has 
been picked up by the CRA). 

 
 
17c Defra’s Guidance (paragraph 8.10.61) 

 
It was held by the House of Lords in the Trap Grounds case (although the 

judicial committee expressed varying views on the point) that there is no legal 
requirement for land to consist of grass or conform to the traditional image of a 
town or village green in order to qualify for registration. Any land can so qualify 

provided that it has been used in the requisite manner for the requisite period. 
’Land’ may be covered by water. 
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17d The Registration Authority’s view 

 
The registration authority is of the opinion that this part of the legislative 

requirement is met.  
The evidence questionnaires were submitted without maps; therefore it was 
unclear what land the users had claimed to use for sports and pastimes. The 

registration authority asked the applicant to provide a signed plan from each of 
those completing an evidence questionnaire confirming the land on which the 

sports and pastimes took place, and signed plans with reference to the 
application site were duly received, thus confirming the sports and pastimes took 
place on the application land. 

 
 

 
18  For a period of at least twenty years; and continue to do so at the 

time of the application. 

 
18a The Applicant 

 
The evidence questionnaires cover a period dating from before 23 July 1993 to 
22 July 2013. 

 
18b The Objector (paragraph 3.7.1) 

 
The relevant period is 23 July 1993 to 22 July 2013 reflecting the date on which 
the application was registered. 

 
18c Defra’s Guidance (paragraph 8.10.64) 

 
There must be evidence of qualifying use for a period of at least twenty years. It 
is not necessary for particular individuals to have used the land for the full 

period of twenty years, but there should be evidence that local inhabitants taken 
together have used the land for the full period. Guidance as to how to approach 

the evidence of witnesses who can only claim shorter periods of use is to be 
found in the McAlpine Homes case. More caution will be required in a case where 

relevant circumstances have changed during the twenty years (such as 
ownership of the land, or its condition, or the use made of it by the owner, or 
the character of the neighbourhood). In such a case, it may be unsafe to draw 

inferences from evidence about recreational use during one part of that period 
about recreational use at other times. 

 
18d The Registration Authority’s view 
 

The registration authority is of the opinion that this part of the legislative 
requirement is met.  

 
Evidence questionnaires show that:  
nineteen neighbours provided evidence of the full 20 years, 59.4%;  

four neighbours showed evidence of use between fifteen and twenty years, 13%; 
four neighbours showed evidence of use between ten and fifteen years, 13%; 

three neighbours showed evidence of use between five and ten years, 9%; and 
two neighbours showed less than five years use 6%.  
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Thus, taken together, the local residents have used the land for at least twenty 

years up to the time of the application. 
 

Please see the attached graph. 
 
 
20 years 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Angove

Averiss

Briers

Brotherton

Browning

Burgess

Cocking

Hamilton

Hancox

Hearly L

Hearly P

Jermyn

Jones

Kevern L

Kevern M

Maddock

Newton

Rice

Seamarck

Southeard

Suthern

Tate

Thomas K&J

Thomas P

Tongue

Trenchard

Trevelyan

Varney

Veale P

Veale L

White

Eyres

Years No's %

20 years = 19/32 = 59

15-20 yrs =   4/32 = 13

10-15 yrs =   4/32 = 13

5-10 yrs =   3/32 = 9

1-5 yrs =   2/32 = 6  
 
 

N.B. Grey colouring indicates use. 
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19 Method of Determining Application 

 
19a The Commons Registration (England) Regulations 2014 

 
27(1) The determining authority must, in determining any application or 

proposal, take into account: 

(d)  any oral representations made by any person in accordance with 
paragraph (6) 

 
27(6) Paragraph (7) applies in relation to any application which the determining 

authority decides to determine without holding a public inquiry or hearing 

in accordance with regulation 33. 
 

27(7) the determining authority: 
(a) May not refuse an application without first offering the applicant an 

opportunity to make oral representations; and  

(b) May not refuse an application without first offering any person 
(other than the applicant) for whom the refusal would represent a 

determination of that person’s civil rights an opportunity to make 
oral representations. 

 

19b The Registration Authority’s view 
 

The registration authority issued a Provisional Recommendation in December 
2014, in which it was minded to refuse the application, subject to a meeting with 
the applicant. The Registration Authority invited the applicant Mrs Philpott and 

her representatives, Cornwall Councillor Alan Jewell and Falmouth Town 
Councillor Mrs Minson to a meeting which was held on 28th January 2015 at 

Carrick House, Truro.  
Following discussions the registration authority decided to seek Counsels Advice 
on whether the objectives of the Community Association amounted to 

permission or the granting of a licence for the land in question to be used by 
local residents, and if so, whether that permission needed to be sufficiently 

communicated to users of the field. The Advice, attached as an appendix to this 
report, finds that the use of the field was permissive, and being expressly 

permissive did not need to be sufficiently communicated to users, and 
consequently recommends the town or village green application should be 
refused. 

 
 

 
20 CONCLUSION 
 

For an application to succeed it must satisfy all of the legislative criteria for 
registration as a town or village green. An objector must only disprove one part 

of the legislative criteria for the application to fail. The application fails to show 
that access to the land is ‘as of right’, and consequently the application itself 
must fail. 
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21  DECISION 

  
The application is rejected on the grounds that use is ‘by right’ and not ‘as of 

right’, as required by section 15(2)(a) of the Commons Act 2006. 
 
Name: Mike Eastwood 

Title:  Countryside Access Team Leader 
 

Date:  20 March 2015 
 
 

 
 

 
 
22 Supporting Information 

 
 

Background Papers: 
 
The Commons Act 2006:  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/26/contents  
 

The Commons Registration (General) Regulations 2014:  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/3038/contents/made 
 

 
Guidance to commons registration authorities and the Planning Inspectorate for 

the pioneer implementation (version 2.0 December 2014) (Defra) 
Paragraphs 6.10.16 to 6.10.69 (Scroll down to heading: Pioneer documents 
including guidance and statutory instruments: 

https://www.gov.uk/common-land-management-protection-and-registering-to-
use 

 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/26/contents
https://www.gov.uk/common-land-management-protection-and-registering-to-use
https://www.gov.uk/common-land-management-protection-and-registering-to-use

